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                                        There and Back Again Festival (Part One)

                                        Join us in April for screenings of The Hobbit trilogy (extended versions!) along with Middle Earth themed cuisine, trivia, and costume contests

                                    

                                    
                                        Learn More
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                                        Remembering Gene Wilder - Film + Director Q&A

                                        Interviews and never-before-seen footage provide insight into the life, career and legacy of actor and comedian Gene Wilder. Q&A with Director Ron Frank Friday 4/12

                                    

                                    
                                        Get Tickets
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                                        The Taste of Things

                                        Set in France in 1889, the film follows the life of Dodin Bouffant as a chef living with his personal cook and lover Eugénie. They share a long history of gastronomy and love but Eugénie refuses to marry Dodin, so the food lover decides to do something he has never done before: cook for her.
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                                        Love Lies Bleeding

                                        Lou is a reclusive gym manager who falls hard for Jackie, an ambitious bodybuilder who's heading to Las Vegas to pursue her dream. Their love soon leads to violence as they get pulled deep into the web of Lou's criminal family.
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                                        Wicked Little Letters

                                        When the residents of Littlehampton start receiving letters filled with obscenities and hilarious profanity, Rose, a rambunctious Irish immigrant, is accused of the crime.
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                                        Cabrini

                                        Arriving in New York City in 1889, Italian immigrant Francesca Cabrini is greeted by disease, crime and impoverished children. She soon sets off on a daring mission to convince the mayor to secure housing and health care for society's most vulnerable. With broken English and poor health, Cabrini uses her entrepreneurial mind to build an empire of hope unlike anything the world has ever seen.
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                                        Sasquatch Sunset

                                        In the misty forests of North America, a family of Sasquatches find themselves on a collision course with the ever-changing world around them.
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